Read Local Scavenger Hunt: Teen Version

Hannah Barnaby’s novel SOME OF THE PARTS is set in Massachusetts, but the Virginia author still sneaks our state in there by naming Tallie’s therapist after a road Hannah passes while traveling through Madison, Va. The road is off of the North Blue Ridge Turnpike. Name the therapist and the road. (Need a hint? Follow Tallie to a therapy session in Chapter 7.)

What Virginia coastal landmark/ancient deity inspires Lauren “Panda” Daniels’ most furious photo in ENDANGERED by Lamar Giles? (Need a hint? Fast forward to Chapter 10 of ENDANGERED. Though I’m certain you’ll also enjoy the first nine.)

In CONSPIRACY OF BLOOD AND SMOKE by Virginia author Anne Blankman, where did Ernst "Putzi" Hanfstaengl, the Nazi Party's foreign press chief, secretly live during World War Two while he wrote reports about the Nazi Party for the American government? (Hint? See the author’s note.)

What awesome Virginia high school cheered teacher Sarah McGuire on as she wrote VALIANT? (Need a hint? The answer can be found in the acknowledgements.)

In DREAM BOY by Mary Crockett and Madelyn Rosenberg, Annabelle accidentally refers to her brother’s soccer team by the wrong name -- though it’s actually the real name of the team that Madelyn Rosenberg coaches in Arlington, Va. What does Annabelle call the team? (Hint: See Chapter 10.)

What Virginia-born president is the high school in Robin Talley’s LIES WE TELL OURSELVES named after? (You’ll find out in Chapter 1, but keep reading!)

Jaz, the main character in BREAKAWAY by Kat Spears, works as a dishwasher at a bar on Columbia Pike in south Arlington, Va. What is the name of the bar? (Hint: Jaz first mentions his place of employment in Chapter 5.)

Gigi Amateau’s COME AUGUST, COME FREEDOM centers around a young, Virginia blacksmith who organized one of the earliest and largest efforts to abolish slavery when he built a coalition of enslaved people, free black men, artisans, and Native Americans. Known today as Gabriel’s Rebellion or Gabriel’s Conspiracy, how many people were involved in the plot to overthrow Governor James Monroe in order to bring freedom to enslaved Virginians? (Your hint is -- you guessed it -- in the author’s note.)